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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Of the vital factors in daily life which have
a controlling influence on the maintenance of health — diet,
clothing, rest, exercise — probahly the last named has suf-
fered most from modern civilization. Recognizing this, the
Young Women's Christian Association aims, through scientific
study of the needs of modern girls and women, to adapt the
physical activities to the special needs of the sex as well
as to the age of its groups. Its educational policy has been
to develop a program suited to the girl, rather than to ad-
vocate any special system.
In relation to modern trends in education, the
T.VCA has always depended upon the value of the informal ac-
tivities program as against the formal disciplinary work.
Originally, this brought criticism upon its physical educa-
tion work, for outside leaders felt tnat this recreation type
of gymnastics did not rank with the formal type given in
schools. Today, it is evident that this pioneering work of
the Y«VCA was ahead of the times in promoting recreational.
cc
2informal physical activities, now generally accepted as essen-
tial in modern physical education."^
Many physical educators do not realize the ex-
cellent work that the YvVCA' s have done and are doing in the
field of Physical Education or Health Sducation.
It is thought by many that the term YNCA means
a swimming pool, a rooming house, or a place of rest for re-
tired spinsters.
This great organization satisfies many other
needs, particularly the need of physical activity.
1 - Edith M. Gates, Health Through Leisure Time Recrea-
tion
The Woman's Press, New York, 1931 pp 61, 62.
c
3Brief Background of the Early History of the Young Women*
s
Christian Association in i\merica
The first Y^CA in the United States was located in Boston,
Massachusetts (1877), offering calisthenics to young wolnen who
came to the city to work. The classes were taught by one of
the boarders in the only available place, the residence parlor.
This program met with approval from the girls, who had come
from outdoor livi.es and were not used to the confinement of the
city. Prom this small group in Boston, the YNCA, one of the
largest women's organizations in the world, got its start.
1
Mabel Tuggls said:
At first the T//CA health program was called physical edu-
cation and consisted mainly of gwnastics. Girls were
taught to build their bodies by exercising on pulley
v/eights, taking calisthenics by standing up straight with
shoulders back and beating their chests with clenched
fists
•
A little later, Y^CA physical education took the form of
"Delsarte", in which young women were urged to take a
course of lessons in exercise, which consisted chiefly
of throwing the weight on the ball of the foot and v/ith
the wrist leading and the eye following the hand, going
rhytlimically through classic postures of the torso,
accompanied by soft, sad, slow music.
At this time there were three creative physical directors
to whom the Association ov/es a great debt of gratitude: Hope
Narey in Boston, Mary S, Dunn in Kansas City, and Abbey S»
Mayhew in Minneapolis. Mary Dunn (a student of Dr, Anderson
1 - Mabel Tuggle, "Health, Vitality, Action in the YJVCA»3
of the World," Physical Culture Ifeigazine
,
June, 1947,
P 55

4at Yale), who went to Kansas City as general secretary and
physical director was a leader in the Lliddle West,
Minneapolis also realized the need for physical activity
and wanted Abbey Shaw Kayhew, a Sargent graduate, to join thegj,
but they had neither money not facilities. She did, however,
go to Minneapolis in 1890 and opened private classes until the
Association was challen-red for not having served the industrial
girl. The Association knev/ that the working girl could be
reached under her leadership, and appointed her as Director
In 1892, For many years she continued to pioneer for the Y.VCA,
1
even into foreign lands.
The organization began to grow rapidly and in 1905 swim-
ming pools v/ere built in Buffalo, New York and Montgomery, Ala-
bama Y/ifCA's, Soon a swimming pool came to be almost a requisite
in a city Y.VCA building,
2
Gates said;
In these early days the emphases were no doubt on exercise
and systems, on marching, calisthenics, and drills, on
Indian clubs, dumb-bells and exhibitions, yet the germ of
the future plant was certainly in those small beginnings.
The fundamental needs of girls have changed in accordance
with civics, economics, or educational changes, but the
fundamental principles of health and their part in promot-
ing the well-being of girls were understood at the very
start of this women's organization,
1 - Edith Gates, Op. Cit. pp 174, 175
2 - Edith Gates, Op. Cit, pp 176, 177

6In 1906 the present united movement, the young Women^s
Christian Association of the United States of America was or-
ganized with Miss Grace H. Dodge as the guiding and unifying
spirit.
Then came Dr. Anna L. Brown, secretary of the International
Board, to assume the national leadership for the physical pro-
gram of this new united women's organization,
1
Palmer said:
The Yi/yCA's program, early called physical education, was
changed in 1920 to health education. It has continued to
have concern for the health of the community and those
conditions v/hich eventually reach out to affect girls and
women through their working conditions, child and maternal
health, housing, and leisure time opportunities.
This study shows the type of a physical education program
the YjVCA offers today.
1 - Grace M. Palmer, "The Young V/omen's Christian
Association," The Journal of Health and Phy/sical
Education , Vol. 18, March 1947, p 150
4
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to find out what the East
ern T.VCA's are offering for a Physical Education Program.
f
CHAPTER II
TSCPINIQU5S AND PROC'llDIIRES
The follov/inff; procedures were used in conducting this
survey,
1, - Selection of Y;/CA ' s
' It was decided to conduct a survey of the Physical Educa-
tion Program and Activities of the Eastern Yi/CA's#
The addresses of the various YiVCA' s were obtained from the
Official Directory of the Y//CA.
2, - <;.uestionnaire and Letter
I A questionnaire compiled of questions which would help to
obtain an insight of the work the YJYCA's are doing in physical
education v/as sent to the Executive Director of the YV/CA. A
letter explaining the reason for the survey was sent with the
questionnaire. See Appendix.
3, - bailing of Questionnaires
A letter and questionnaire were mailed on February 25th; if
there was no answer in two v/eeks another letter was sent on
March 13th, See Appendix,
4 • - Compilation and Classification of Data
This survey included sixty eastern YiAfCA's, Fifteen YWCA's
were visited personally making this survey more valid and mean-
ingful. Out of the sixty Y/u'CA's surveyed forty-nine returned
the questionnaire. Therefore, this study is based on a 81^^
return. Seven Y.VCA' s returning the questionnaire had no
physical education program so the study includes 42 Y«VCA's.
r
8The complete study was surveyed first and is included at
the "beginning. The Y//CA^s were then broken dov/n into five
groups. Group I includes YiiVCA^s in the cities with a population
of 1,000,000 or more; Group II, 500,000 to 1,000,000; Group III
100,000 to 500,000; Group IV, 50,000 to 100,000; Group V, less
than 50,000,
Group I has three cities; Group II, five cities; Group III
seventeen cities; Group IV, ten cities; Group V, seveh cities.
f
9CHAPTER III
SURVEY OP FORTY-T-VO Y^VCA'S
In Table I, thirty-five Y^VCA's reported swimmins; in the
autumn, or eighty-three percent of the total number surveyed;
eight reported fencing, or nineteen percent; five reported in-
door golf, or twelve percent; twenty-eight offered square dan-
cing, or sixty-seven percent; twenty conducted classes in mod-
ern dancing, or forty-eight percent; thirty-six offered ballroom
dancing, or eighty-six percent; sixteen reported archery, or
thirty-eight percent; fourteen reported bowling, or thirty-three
percent; seventeen offered indoor tennis, or forty percent;
thirty-four reported badminton, or eighty-one percent; twenty-
four reported volleyball, or fifty-seven percent; nine offered
horseback riding, or twenty-one percent; three reported Tenni-
quoit, or seven percent; twenty-one reported rhythmics, or
fifty percent; and thirty-eight reported gymnastics, or ninety-
one percent.
Table I
Number and Percent Reporting on Autumn Activity In
?orty-two Y./CA's
Autumn
Activity
Number of Y-VCA' s Percent of
Reporting This Activity Total Surveyed
Swimming
Fencing
Indoor Golf
Square Dancing
Modern Dancing
Ballroom Dancing
Archery
Bowling
Indoor Tennis
35
8
5
23
20
36
16
14
17
83
19
12
57
48
86
38
33
40
ff
10
Autumn Number of Y^ATCA's
Badminton 34
Volleyball 24
Horseback Riding 9
Tennlquoiifc 3
Rhythmics 21
Gymnastics 38
Percent of
Total Surveyed
81
S7
21
7
50
91
In Table II, thirty-four YvVCA's reported swimming in the
winter, or eighty-one percent of the total number surveyed;
eleven reported fencing, or twenty-six percent; seven reported
indoor golf, or seventeen percent; twenty-eight offered classes
in square dancing, or sixty-seven percent; twenty-six reported
modern dancing, or sixty-two percent; thirty-six reported ball-
room dancing, or eighty-six percent; ten reported archery, or
tv/enty-four percent; sixteen offered bov;ling, or thirty-eight
percent; seventeen reported Indoor tennis, or forty percent;
thirty-five offered badminton^ or eighty-three percent; twenty-
four reported volleyball, or fifty-seven percent; and four re-
ported tenniquoit, or ten percent.
Table II
Number and Percent Reporting on V/inter Activity In
Forty-two YYCA's
Winter
Activity
Swimming
Fencing
Indoor Golf
Square Dancing
Modern Dancing
Ballroom Dancing
Archery
Bowling
Indoor Tennis
Badminton
Number of Y'/CA's
Reporting this Activity
34
11
7
28
26
36
10
16
17
Percent of
Total Surveyed
81
26
17
67
62
86
24
33
40
f4
Winter
Activity
Volleyball
Tennlquoit
Number of YJifCA's
Reporting this Activity
24
4
Percent of
Total Surve7/ed
57
10
In Table III, ten Y^VCA's reported bicycling in the spring,
or twenty-four percent of the total number surveyed; thirty-six
reported swimming, or eighty-six percent; seven maintained
fencing, or seventeen percent; thirteen reported indoor golf,
or thirty-one percent; nineteen maintained classes in square
dancing, or forty-five percent; twenty-one had classes in mod-
ern dancing, or fifty percent; thirty-tv/o reported ballroom
dancing, or seventy-six percent; nine offered golf, or twenty-
one percent; seventeen reported archery, or forty percent;
fifteen reported bov/ling, or thirty-six percent; thirty-three
offered tennis, or seventy-nine percent; thirty-two reported
badminton, or seventy-six percent; twenty-one reported volley-
ball, or fifty percent; ten offered horseback riding, or
twenty-four percent; thirty-five maintained gymnastics, or
eighty-three percent; one reported tenniqroit, or two percent;
and nineteen reported rhythmics, or forty-five percent.
Table III
Number and Percent reporting on Spring Activity In
Forty-two Y^CA's
Spring
Activity
Bicycling
Swimjning
Fencing
Indoor Golf
Square Dancing
Modern Dancing
Number of YWCA's
Reporting this Activity
10
36
7
13
19
21
Percent of
Total Surveyed
24
86
17
31
45
50
r'
c
c
12
Spring
Activity
Number of YiiCA^ a
Reportln,^ this Activity
Percent of
Total Surve77ed
Ballroom dancing 32 fO
GOll y OlC.JL.
Archery 17 4 0
Bowl Ing ±0 OD
Tennis 33 79
Badminton 32 76
Volleyball 21 50
Horseback riding 10 24
Gymnast Ixzs 35 83
Tennlquol
t
1 2
Rhythmics 19 45
In Table IV, forty-two YiVCA's reported a total enrollment
of 235,111. Of this number, 90,214 were reported enrolled in
the Physical Education Program, or thirty-eight percent of the
total number enrolled.
Table IV
Total Enrollment, Enrollment in Physical Education and Percent
Enrolled in Ph7/-3ical Education in Forty-two Y^VCA'3
y;/ca
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
Total
Enrollment
22,332
8,760
6,000
15,458
6,112
57,456
1,530
11,298
9,446
4,450
15,261
156
:i2,937
4,640
7,045
10,806
Enrollment ,ln
Physical Education
8,208
3,901
3,000
6,478
2,200
1,829
16,139
182
3,533
5,574
1,250
2,913
6,244
1,424
629
2,147
4,146
Percent in
Ph-vsftcal Educatiolh
37
45
50
42
30
28
12
31
61
66
41
r* /-
49
14
31
38

13
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
Totals
Total
'nrollment
6,570
1,859
8,432
5,680
1,522
2,046
3,219
6,783
6,000
265
4,319
3,367
414
138
293
479
235,111
Enrollment in Percent in
Physical Education Physical Education
3,549
600
255
1,520
675
542
920
2,011
2,600
440
1,075
2,865
1,947
135
858
188
157
479
90,214
54
32
30
27
44
27
28
30
43
25
58
33
100
54
100
38
In Table V, thirty-three YTiVCA^s reported swimming in the
most popular activity group, or seventy-nine percent of the
total surveyed; twenty-two reported ballroom dancing, or fifty-
tv;o percent; nineteen reported badminton, or forty-five percent
and ten reported square dancing, or twenty-four percent.
Table V
Five Host Popular Activities, Number of YjVCA's Reporting, and
Percent of Total Surveyed
Activity
Swim:aiing
Ballroom dancing
Gym
Badminton
Square dancing
Number of Y#CA's
Reporting
33
22
21
19
10
Percent of Total
Surveyed
79
52
50
45
24

14
In Table VI, ten YJifCA's reported nodern dancing in the
least popular group, or twenty-four percent; ten reported volley
ball, or twenty-four percent; six reported archery, or fourteen
percent; six reported badminton, or fourteen percent; and three
roporuoCL c orj/o c u XV6S , or seven percenut
Table VI
Five Least Popular Activities, Number of Y^VCA's Reporting,
Percent of Total Surveyed
1
1
Activity Number of YVCA's Percent of Total
Reporting Surveyed
MULltJX 11 U.d.iIOJ.Xlg XU ^t:
Volleyball 10 24
Archery 6 14
Badminton 6 14
Correctives 3 6
In Table VII, twenty-two YrfVCA's offered courses on a ten
week basis, or fifty-two percent of the total number surveyed;
thirty-four reported being open all year round, or eighty-one
percent; none employed a registered nurse; and twenty-five
©mpioyeci. a person Lrameo. m iirsu aia, or sixty percent^
Table VII
YiiVCA's Operating on a Ten Week Basis; Open All Year; Employing
Registered Nurse or Person Trained in First Aid
Tr«ro/Ni ff> t Number PercentTNCA^a offering courses
on ten week basis 22 52
YilVCA's open all year
YlAfCA's employing a 0 0
registered nurse
YVCA's employing a
person trained in oc crs
first aid ^0

15
In Table VIII, items included on physical examinations
are tabulated with the percent in each group.
In Group 1, three Y.VCA's, or one hundred percent of the
total surveyed in this group, included blood pressure, ears,
eyes, heart, lungs, nose, throat, posture, and skin; two, or
sixty-seven percent, included feet, height and weight, opera-
tion in last five years, and tuberculosis test; and one, or
thirty-three percent, reported the use of the Standard Form.
In Group 2, five YIvJCA's, or one hundred percent of the
total surveyed, included blood pressupe, ears, eyes, feet,
heart, height and weight, nose, throat, and tuberculosis test;
four, or eighty percent, included lungs, operation in last
five years, posture, and skin; and three, or sixty percent
reported the use of the Standard Form.
In Group 3, fifteen YJVCA's, or eighty- eight percent,
included nose, throat, and skin; fourteen, or eighty-three
percent, included ears, eyes, feet, heart, height and weight,
lungs, and posture; thirteen, or seventy-seven percent, in-
cluded blood pressure; twelve, or seventy-one percent, in-
cluded operation in last five years; eight, or forty-seven
percent, included tuberculosis test; and three, or eighteen
percent, reported the use of the Standard Forqi.
In Group 4, ten Y.VCA's, or one hundred percent of the
total surveyed, included blood pressure, ears, eyes, feet,
heart, height and v/eight, lungs, nose, posture, and skin; nine,
or ninety percent, included throat; seven, or seventy percent,
f5.
included operations in last five years; four, or fortj'- percent,
included tuberculosis test; and three, or thirty percent, re-
ported the uae of the Standard Form.
In Group 5, five Y//CA's, or seventy-tv;o percent of the
total surveyed, included blood pressure, ears, feet, heart,
height and weight, lungs, nose, throat, and skin; four, ot
fifty-seven percent, included eyes, operations in last five
years, and posture; two, or twenty-nine percent, included tu-
berculosis test; and none reported the use of the Standard Form
Table VIII
YWCA's 'wh.ich Require Physical Examinations and Items Checked
on Examinations
16
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5
Item No. % No, No, % No, No, %
Blood 3 100 5 100 13 77 10 100 5 72
pressure
Ears 3 100 5 100 14 83 10 100 5 72
Eyes 3 100 5 100 14 83 10 100 4 57
Feet 2 67 5 100 14 83 10 100 5 72
Eeart 3 100 5 100 14 83 10 100 5 -^^72
Height and 2 67 5 100 14 83 10 100 5 72
eight
Lungs 3 100 4 80 14 83 10 100 5 72
Hose 3 100 5 100 15 88 10 100 5 72
Throat 3 100 5 100 15 88 9 90 5 72
Operations in 2 67 4 80 12 71 7 70 4 57
last 5 years
Posture 3 100 4 80 14 77 10 100 4 57
Skin 3 100 4 80 15 88 10 100 5 72
Tuberculosis 2 67 5 100 8 47 4 40 2 29
test
Standard 1 33 3 60 3 18 3 30 0 0
Form
In Table IX a total of seventy-four full time profession-
al education workers was reported by the ftDrty-twc s
.
•f
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One hundred and nineteen part time physical education vsiorkers
was reported. Thirty-seven full time health workers and forty-
tv/c part time health v/orkers.
Table IX
Full Time-Part Time Physical Education Workers; Pull Time-
Part Time Health V/orkers
Full Time Phys
.
Educ . workers
Part Time Phys. x~ull Time
Educ. Vnorkers -Vorkers
Health Part Time
Health V/orkers
74 119 37 42
In Table X the business group had the lar>?est enrollment
with a total of 29,902 enrolled in this group. The elementary
group following with 17, 506, High school group with an enroll-
ment of 15,562, college group-14 , 92S ; housewives-9 ,394 ;
professional group-S,375; industrial workers-S , 284
.
Table X
Enrollment in Various Groups in Forty-Two YyVCA'S
Y'/i/CA High School El em. School Tlousewive s Indus .W Eus . Pro . Col i
I 1611 1034 542 430 1807 494
II 171 617 136 72 260 109
III 88 130 205 401 1110 50
IV 428 959
V 104 0 78 135 175 112
VI 78 110 45 21 104 121
VII 15 0 26 3 29 21
VIII 69 270 40 17 71 7
IX 328 174 89 92 202 20
X 22 67 3 10 32 22
XI 670 195 899 229 1?72 451
4
2

18
Y//CA Hi '"h Sch, ^jlern. Sell. Housewives Indus 'iV . Bus
,
Pro
.
3ollen-
XII 339 240 353 266 2032 384 89
XIII 7 3 1 1 2 1 1
XIV 140 300 170 120 440 120 80
XV 1199 363 233 225 1045 457 232
XVI 13 2 33 8 60 18
XVII 657 415 289 337 1019 165 51
XVIII 1377 1547 200 308 1350 225 350
XIX 616 537 179 96 339 85 17
XX 35 40 60 19
XXI 635 547 139 48 475 127 23
XXII 224 157 191 217 210 49 0
XXIII 33 20 48 68 251 52 142
};xiv 274 200 114 229 852 84 21
XXV 17;t 13;^ 10;"^ 27;^ 12;'b
x:x:vi 50 80
:vxvii 265 12 13
XXVIII 473 760 348 236 883 161 139
XXIX 75 125 37 35
XXX
XXXI 15 100 50 15
XXXII 600 250 75 35 15
XXXIII 25
xxxu
XXXV 800 200 100 20 20 180 100
XXXVI 138 471 57 19 108 13 5
1XXXVII 879 1818 669 469 376
1 XXXVIII 79 109 62 420 104 22
'XXXIX 300 692 800 53 700 100 100
XL 142 61 22
XLI 150 300 50 25 175 50 35
XLII 2337 1415 12325 2567 3520
Percent not included in total
In Table XI, tv/enty-nine YWCA's reported contract bridge,
or sixty-nine percent of the total, surveyed; thirty-seven re-
ported crafts, or eic^hty-eight percent; tv/enty-seven reported
dramatics, or sixty-four percent; tv/enty-five reported prepar-
ation for marriage, or sixty percent; twenty-six reported health
instruction, or sixty- tv/o percent; twenty-seven reported sewing,
or sixty-four percent; tv/enty-six reported clothes and cosmetics,
or sixty-two percent; eighteen reported music, or forty-three
percent; nineteen reported painting, or forty-five percent;
fe
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fifteen reported photography, or thirty-six percent; eight re-
ported theater, or nineteen percent; twenty-three reported choral
group, or fifty-five percent; tVi^enty taught pottery, or forty-
eight percent; thirteen reported hostessing, or thirty-one per-
cent; and nine reported weaving, or twenty-one percent,
Tahle XI
Other Activities Offered "by YWCA's; Frequency and Percent
Activity Frequency Percent
Contract Bridge 29 69
Crafts 57 88
Dramatics 27 64
JPreparation for Llarriage 25 60
fliealth Instruction 26 62
Sewing 27 64
Clothes and Cosmetics 26 62
Music 18 43
Painting 19 45
^Photography 15 56
Theater 8 19
Choral Group 23 55
iPottery 20 48
Hostessing 13 31
Weaving 9 21
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Chapter IV
(T/ifCA's in Cities with population of 1,000,000 or over)
GROUP ONE
In Table XII three IfiVCA's reported swimming in the
autumn, or one hundred percent of total surveyed; none reported
fencing; two maintained indoor golf or sixty seven percent;
two reported square dancing, or sixty seven percent; three re-
ported modern dancing, or one hundred percent; two maintained
classes in ballroom dancing, or sixty seven percent; one Y//CA
reported archery, or thirty three percent; one had bowling, or
thirty three percent; three maintained indoor tennis, or one
hundred percent; tv;o reported volleyball, or sixty seven per-
cent; two had horseback riding, or sixty seven percent; one re-
ported tenniquoit, or thirty three percent; two featured rhyth-
mics, or sixty seven percent; and three T//CA's reported gymna-
stics, or one hundred percent of the total surveyed in this
group.
Table XII
Number of Yl*VCA's Reporting Autumn Activities and percent of
Total Surveyed in Group I
Activity
Swimming
Fencing
Indoor Golf
Square Dancing
Modern Dancing
Ballroom Dancing
Archery
Bowling
Indoor Tennis
No. of YWCA*s reporting Percent of
this activity total surveyed
in this group
3
0
2
2
3
2
1
1
3
100
67
67
100
67
33
33
100

Activity No. of T-VCA'S reporting
this activity
Percent of total
surveyed in
this group
Tennlquolt
Rhythmics
Gymnastics
Horseback Riding
Badminton
Volleyball
2
2
2
1
2
3
67
67
67
33
67
100
Activities not Included In survey
Two Y/ifCA's reported classes In Correctives; and
one reported bicycling, tap dancing, ballet and ski prepara-
tion.
the winter, or one hundred percent of the total surveyed in
this group; one reported fencing, or thirty three percent; two
reported Indoor golf, or sixty seven percent; two maintained ,
classes in square dancing, or sixty seven percent; three had
classes in modern dancing, or one hundred percent; one reported
ballroom dancing, or thirty three percent; one offered archery,
or thirty three percent; one had bowling, or thirty three per-
cent; two had Indoor tennis, or sixty seven percent; two offered
badminton, or sixty seven percent; two reported volleyball, or
sixty seven percent; and one reported tennlquolt, or thirty
three percent of the total number surveyed.
In Table XIII three YW'CA' s maintained swimming in
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Table XIII
Number Y//CA's Reporting Winter Activities and Percent of
Tbtal Surveyed in Group I
Activity
Swimming
Fencing
Indoor Golf
Square Dancing
Modern Dancing
Ballroom Dancing
Archery
Bowling
Indoor Tennis
Badminton
Volleyball
Tenniquoit
Number of YuCA's
reporting this
activity
3
1
2
2
3
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
Percent of total
surveyed in this
group
100
33
67
67
100
33
33
33
67
67
67
33
Activities not included in survey
Two YOGA'S reported gymnastics, two reported
correctives, one reported bicycling, tap dancing, ballet, and
basketball.
In Table XIV two Y^CA^s reported bicycling in the
spring, or sixty seven percent of the total number surveyed
in this group; three reported swimming, or one hundred percent;
one offered fencing, or thirty three percent; two had indoor
golf, or sixty seven percent; two maintained classes in square
dancing, or sixty seven percent; three offered modern dancing,
or one hundred percent; three had classes In ballroom dancing,
or one hundred percent; one reported golf, or thirty three per-|
cent; one offered archery, or thirty three percent; one re-
ported bowling, or thirty three percent; two offered tennis,
or sixty seven percent; two maintained badminton, or sixty seven
f
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percent; one reported volleyball, or thirty three percent; one
had horseback riding, or thirty three percent; three maintained
gymnastics, or one hundred percent; none reported tenniquoit;
and two reported rhythmics, or one hundred percent of the to-
tal number surveyed in this group.
Table XIV
Number of YWCA's Reporting Spring Activities and percent of
Total Surveyed in Group I
Activity No, of YWCA's reporting
this activity
Percent of total
surveyed in
Bicycling 2 6"?
Swimming 3 100
Fencing 1 33
Indoor G-olf 2 67
Square Dancing 2 67
Modern Dancing 3 100
Ballroom Dancing 2 67
Golf 1 33
Archery 1 33
Bowling 1 33
Tennis 2 67
Badminton 2 67
Volleyball 1 33
Horseback Riding 1 33
Gymnastics 3 100
Tenniquoit 0
Rhythmics 2 67
Activities not included in survey
Two YACA's reported correctives and one reported
tap dancing and ballet.
Total Enrollment and Percent Enrolled in
Physical Education Program in Group I
The thj?ee T^CA's in Group I reported the follow-
ing enrollment figures:
City A - Total enrollment, 22,382; thirty seven
percent of this figure enrolled in
L
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Y^ifCA
A
B
C
Physical Sducatlon
City B - Total enrollment, 8,760; forty five percent in
Physcial Education
City C - Total enrollment, 6000; fifty percent in Phy-
sical Education
Table XV
Total Snrollment Enrollment in Percent enrolled
Physical Education in Physical
Prograim Education
22,382
8,760
6,000
8,208
3,901
3,000
36.8
44.5
50
In Table XVI the activities are reported in order
of their frequency. Due to the fact that less than one third
of the total Yi/n'CA' s surveyed recorded enrollment in each ac-
tivity, the number enrolled does not appear on this table.
Each Y//CA listed the five most popular activities
for the autumn. Swimming was reported by all three; ballroom
dancing, by two; gymn, by two; square dancing, by two; Bad-
minton, by one; and Rhythmics, by one.
Table XVI
Frequency of most popular activities in Group I
Activity
Swimming
Ballroom Dancing
Gym-
Square Dancing
Tennis
Badminton
Rhythmics
Frequency
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
((
In Table XVII the activities are reported in order
of their frequency. Due to the fact that less than one third
of the total YyVCA' s surveyed recorded enrollment in each ac-
tivity, the number enrolled does not appear on this table.
Each Yv/CA listed the five least popular activities
in the autumn. In this group, the activities reported were all
different in each YifVCA. Archery was reported by one; badmin-
ton by one; correctives, by one; folk dancing by one; golf,
by one; modern dancing, by one; gymn, by one; posture, by one;
sports, by one; and tap dancing, by one.
Table XVII
Frequency of least popular activities in Group I
Activity Frequency
Archery 1
Badminton 1
Correctives 1
Polk Dancing 1
Golf 1
Modern Dancing 1
Gymm 1
Posture 1
Sports 1
Tap Dancing 1
In Table XVIII the three Y/fCA»s in Group I reported
the following:
One offered classes on the ten week basis, or thirty
three percent of the total number surveyed in this group; three
kept open all year, or one hundred percent; none employed a
registered nurse; and one employed a person trained in first
aid, or thirty three percent of the total surveyed.
I
cJ.
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Table XVIII
Number and. Percent of YA'CA's offering Classes on
the Ten Week Basis; Open All Year; Employing Regis-
tered Murse; and Employing a Person trained in First Aid
in Group I
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Number of y//CA' s Offering Classes
On the Ten V/eek Basis
Percent of Total Surveyed
in This Group
33.3
Number of Yv/CA's Open All Year Percent of Total Surveyed
in This Group
100
Number of Yi/CA's Employing a
Registered Nurse
Percent of Total Surveyed
in This Group
Number of Y//CA*s Employing Percent of Total Surveyed
a Person Trained in First Aid in This Group
1 33.3
In Table XIX, three YjVCA's in Group I reported con-
dition of balls, nets and apparatus as good; three reported
condition of pool as good; three reported sanitary conditions
as good; two reported general condition of gymn as good and one
reported it as poor; and two reported no safety hazards while
one reported safety hazards.
((
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Table XIX
Equipment and General Condition of Y»VCA Physical and
Education Facilities in
Group I
YkVCA located Condition of Condition Sanitary General Safety
in Balls, Nets of Pool Conditions Condition Hazards
and Apparatus of Gyitin
City A Good Good Good Good No
City B Good Good Good Good No
City C Good Good Good Poor Yes
Table XX showing the enrollment in various groups
shows the high school group, 5, 338, with the largest enroll-
ment, with the business girls a close second, 3, 097. The profes-
sional group had 991 enrolled; elementary group, 803 enrolled;
housewives, 686 enrolled, industrial workers, 511 enrolled;
college girls, 421 enrolled.
Table XX
Total Enrollment in Various Groups in Y//CA's of Group I
High School Elementary Housewives Industrial Business Prof . Col.
Workers
5,338 803 686 511 3,097 991 421
In Table XXI the other activities offered by Y»VCA'
s
are arranged in order of their frequency in popularity with
the percent of total YA'CA's surveyed.
Contract Bridge was reported by three, or one
hundred percent of the total surveyed in this group; Crafts
by three, or one hundred perdent; Dramatics by three, or one
^ndred percent, preparation for marriage by three, or one
r
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hundred percent; Health Instruction by three, or one hundred
percent; Sewing by three, or one hundred percent; Clothes
and Cosmetics by two, or sixty seven percent; Music by two,
or sixty seven percent; Painting by two, or sixty seven per-
cent; Photography by two, or sixty seven percent; Theajrre by
two, or sixty seven percent; Choral Group by one, or thirty
three percent; Pottery by one, or thirty three percent; Hos-
tessing by one, or thirty three percent; Issues of Today by
one, or thirty three percent; and Weaving was reported by one,
or thirty three percent of the total number surveyed in this
group.
Table XXI
Other Activities Offered by YJCA's in Frequency and Percent
in Group I
Percent of Total
Activity Frequency Surveyed
Contract Bridge 3 100
Crafts 3 100
Dramatics 3 100
Preparation for Marriage 3 100
Health Instruction 3 100
Sewing 3 100
Clothes and Cosmetics 3 100
Music 2 67
Painting 2 67
Photography 2 67
Theatre 2 67
Choral Group 2 67
Pottery 1 33
Hostessing 1 33
V/eaving 1 33
c
CHAPTER V
YWCA's in Cities with Population of 500,000 - 1,000,000
In Table XXII five YWCA's reported Swimming, or one
hundred percent of the total number surveyed in this group;
three offered fencing, or sixty percent; one had golf, or twen
ty percent; four reported square dancing, or eighty percent;
four maintained classes in square dancing, or eighty percent;
four had classes in modern dancing, or eighty percent; five
maintained classes in ballroom dancing, or one hundred percent
three reported archsry, or sixty percent; one offered bowling,
or twenty percent; tv/o reported indoor tennis, or forty per-
cent; five offered badminton, or one hundred percent; four
reported volleyball, or eighty percent; three had horseback
riding, or sixty percent; one reported tenniquoit, or twenty
percent; four reported rhythmics, or eighty percent; and five
reported gymnastics, or one hundred percent of the total num-
ber surveyed.
Number of T-VCA's Reporting Autumn activities and Percent
of Total Surveyed ih Group II.
Table XXII
Activity No. of Tj/CA's reporting
this activity
Percent of Total
surveyed in
Swimming
Fencing
Indoor Golf
Square Dancing
Modern Dancing
Ballroom Dancing
Archery
5
3
1
4
4
5
3

Activity No. of TiVCA's reporting Percent of total
this activity surveyed in
group
Bowling 1 20
Indoor Tennis 2 40
Badminton 5 100
Volleyball 4 80
Horseback Riding 3 60
Tenniquoit 1 20
Rhythmics 4 80
Gymnastics 5 100
Activities Not Included in the Survey
Two Y//CA's included tap dancing and ballet; one
included basketball, bounce ball, tumbling, and folk dancing;
and one reported individual gymnastics, posture exams, and
roller skating.
In Table XXIII, four T^VCA^s reported swimming, or
eighty percent of the total number surveyed in this group;
three maintained fencing, or sixty percent; two reported in-
door golf, or forty percent; four offered classes in square
dancing, or eighty percent; four had classes in modern dancing,
or eighty percent; five maintained classes in ballroom dancing,
or one hundred percent; one offered bowling, or twenty percent;
tv/o reported indoor tennis, or forty percent; five reported
badminton, or one hundred percent; four offered volleyball or
eighty percent; and one reported tenniquoit, or twenty percent
of the total number surveyed in this group.
Table XXIII
Number of Y\VCA' s Reporting Winter Activities and
Percent of Total Surveyed in Group II

Activities No, of Y;/CA' s reporting
this activity
Percent of
total surveyed In
this group
I
9
Sv/imming
Fencing
Indoor Golf
Square Dar.cing
Modern Dancing
Ballroom Dancing
Archery
Bov;ling
Indoor Tennis
Badminton
Volleyball
Tenniquoit
4
3
2
4
4
5
3
1
2
5
4
1
80
60
40
80
80
100
60
20
40
100
80
20
Activities Not Included in Survey
One y//CA included tap dancing, ballet, tumbling,
basketball, bounce ball, folk dancing, life saving, indoor
bicycling, and roller skating.
one hundred percent of the total number surveyed in this group;
five reported swimming, or one hundred percent; two offered
fencing, or forty percent; three had indoor golf, or sixty
percent; four maintained classes in square dancing, or eighty
percent; four maintained classes in modern dancing, or eighty
percent; five maintained classes in ballroom dancing, or one
hundred percent; one offered golf, or twenty percent; three rep
orted archery, or sixty percent; one maintained bowling, or
twenty percent; five offered tennis, or one hundred percent;
five reported badminton, or one hundred percent; four offered
volleyball, or eighty percent; four reported horseback riding,
or eighty percent; five reported gymnastics, or one hundred
In Table XXIV five T.VCA's reported bicycling, or
ro::
r
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percent; one had tenniquoit, or twenty percent; and three re-
ported rhythmics, or sixty percent of the total number sur-
veyed in this group.
Table XXIV
Number of YWCA* s Reporting Spring Activities and Percent
of Total Surveyed in Group II
Activities No. of YkVCA* s reporting Percent of Total
this activity surveyed in this
group
Bicycling 5 100
Swimming 5 100
Fencing 2 40
Indoor Golf 3 60
Square Dancing 4 80
Modern Dancing 4 80
Ballroom Dancing 5 100
Golf 1 20
Archery 3 60
Bowling 1 20
Tennis 5 100
Badminton 5 100
Volleyball 4 80
Horseback Riding 4 80
Gymnastics 5 100
Tenniquoit 1 20
Rhythmics 3 60
Activities Not Included in Survey
Two YWCA's included ballet, and tap dancing; and
one included bounce ball, tumbling, folk dancing, life saving,
and indoor golf.
The five Y^VCA' s surveyed in Group 2 reported the fol-
lowing enrollment figures
:
City A - Total enrollment, 15,458; forty percent en-
rolled in physical education
City B - Total enrollment, not reported; 2,200 in
physical education
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City C - Total enrollment, 6,112; thirty percent
in physical education
City D - Total enrollment, not reported; physical
education enrollment not reported
City E - Total enrollment, 57,453; twenty eight
percent in physical education.
Table XXV
Total Enrollment and Percent Enrolled in Physical
Education Program in Group II
Y.W.CA. Total Enrollment Enrollment in Percent Enrolled in
Physical Educa- Physical Sducation i
tion PrograiTi
A 15,458 6,478 41.8
B * 2,200
C 6,112 1,829 29.8
D * -Jt
S 57,456 16,139 23.2
In Table XXVI, the activities are reported in order
of their frequency. Due to the fact that less than one third
of the total Y.VCA's surveyed recorded enrollment in each activi-
ty, the number enrolled does not appear on this table.
Each YvVCA listed the five most popular activities
in the autumn. Sv/imming was reported by four; ballroom dancing
i
by four; gymn, by four; badminton, by two; ballet, by two;
volleyball, by two; fdk dancing, by one; keep fit, by one; mo-
dern dancing, by one; square dancing, by one; tap dancing, by
one; and tennis by one.

Table XXVI
Frequency of Most Popular Activities In Group II
Activity Frequency
Swimming
Ballroom Dancing
Gym.
Badminton
/Ballet
Volleyball
Folk Dancing
Keep Fit
Modern Dancing
Square Dancing
Tap Dancing
Tennis
4
4
4
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
In Table XXVII, the activities are reported in
order of their frequency. Due to the fact that less than one
third of the total YWCA's surveyed recorded enrollment in each
activity, the number enrolled does not appear on this table.
Each y//CA listed the five least popular activities
for the autumn.
Modern dancing was reported by three; archery, by
two; badminton, by two; volleyball, by two; ballroom dancing,
by one; fencing, by one; horseback riding, by one; individual
gym, by one; square dancing, by one; tap dancing, by one; and
tennis, by one.
Table XXVII
Frequency of Least Popular Activities in Group II
I Activity
Modern Dancing
Archery
Badminton
Volleyball
Frequency
3
2
2
2
(
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Activity
Ballroom Dancing
Fencing
Horseback Riding
Tndl vidua! G-vrn
Square Dancing
Tap Dancing
Tennis
Frequency
1
1*
1
1
1
1
In Table XXVIII the five YtfVCA' s in Group II reported
the following:
Two offered classes on the ten week basis, or forty
percent of the total surveyed in this group; five kept open all
year, or one hundred percent; none employed a registered nurse;
and five employed a person trained in first aid, or one hundred
percent of the total surveyed*
Table XXVIII
Number and Percent of Y/VCA*s Offering Classes on
the Ten Week Basis; Open All Year; Employing a
Registered Nurse; and Employing a Person
Trained in First Aid in Group II
Number of YV/CA»s Offering
Classes on the Ten Week Basis
Percent of Total Sur-
veyed in This Group
2 40
Number of YvVCA»S Open
All Year
Percent of Total Sur-
veyed in This Group
5 100
Number of YvVCA's Employing
a Registered Nurse
Percent of Total Sur-
veyed in This Group
1 0 0
Number of Yi/l^CA's Employing a
Person Trained in First Aid
Percent of Total Sur-
veyed in This Group
5 100
r
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In Table XXIX, five T.VCA^s in Group II reported
condition of balls, nets and apparatus as good; three reported
condition of pool as good, one made no report, and one reported
it as fair; five reported sanitary conditions as good; four
reported condition of g3rm as good and one made no report; and
four reported no safety hazards, one making no report.
Table XXIX
Equipment and General Condition of Y^VCA Physical
Education Facilities in Group II
YA'CA located Condition of Condition Sanitary General Safety
in Balls, Nets of Pool Conditions Con- Hazards
and Apparatus dition ,
of Gym
I
City A
City B
City C
City D
City E
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Fair
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
No
No
No
No
Table XXX showing the enrollment in various groups
shows the business girls' group way ahead, as in the survey
of all the forty two T-VCA's, with an enrollment of 16,211;
college group, 6,580; high school, 4,624; elementary, 4,189;
professional, 3, 111; industrial, 2, 246; housewives, 1, 549.
Table XXX
Total Enrollment in Various Groups in YWCA's in Group II
High Sc]-^ooi Elementary Housewives Indus ."nV . Business Pro . College
4, 624 4, 189 1, 549 2, 246 16, 211 3,111 6,580
'
In Table XXXI the other activities offered by Y//CA'
s
are arranged in order of their frequency in popularity with the
percent of total YiffCA's surveyed.

Health instruction was reported by all five Y^VCA'
s
in this group, or one hundred percent of the total surveyed;
dramatics by four, or eighty percent; music by four, or eighty
percent; preparation for marriage by four, or eighty percent;
issues of today by four, or eighty percent; sewing by four, or
eighty percent; clothes and cosmetics by three, or sixty per-
cent; choral group by three, or sixty percent; contract bridge
by three, or sixty percent; crafts by three, or sixty percent;
music by three, or sixty percent; hostessing by three, or
sixty percent; pottery by two, or forty percent; theatre by twd
or forty perdent; photography by one, or twenty percent; and
weaving by one, or twenty percent of the total number surveyed
in this group,
^able X:-CKI
Other Activities Offered by YNCA^ s in Frequency
and Percent in Group II
Activity Frequency Percent of Total Surveyed
Health Instruction 5 100
Dramatics 4 80
Music 4 80
Preparation for J.Iarriage 4 80
Issues of Today 4 80
Sewing 4 80
Clothes & Cosmetics 3 60
Choral Group 3 60
Contract Bridge 3 60
Crafts 3 60
Music 3 60
Hostessing 3 60
Pottery 2 40
Theatre 2 40
Photography 1 20
V/eaving 1 20
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CHAPTER VI
(T»VCA's in Cities with Population of 100,000 - 500,000)
Group Three
In Table XXXII seventeen Yi/VCA's reported swimming,
or one hundred percent of the total number surveyed in this
group; five offered fencing, or thirty percent; ten maintained
classes in square dancing, or fifty nine percent; nine had
classes in modern dancing, or fifty tliree percent; fifteen
maintained classes in ballroom dancing, or eighty nine percent;
ten reported archery, or fifty nine percent; six offered bowlir
or thirty five percent; nine reported indoor tennis, or fifty-
three percent; fourteen reported badminton, or eighty three
percent; eleven had volleyball, or sixty five percent; two
reported horseback riding, or twelve percent; one reported
tenniquoit, or six percent; ten had rhythmics, or fifty nine
percent; fifteen offered gymnastics, or eighty nine percent;
and tv/o reported indoor golf, or twelve percent of the total
number surveyed in this group.
Table XXXII
Number of Y//CA's Reporting Autumn Activities and
Percent of Total Surveyed in Group III
Activity No. of YATCA'S reportini? Percent of Tota
this activity Surveyed in
this group
Swimming 17 100
Fencing 5 29.5
Indoor Golf 2 11.75
Square Dancing 10 58.9
Modern Dancing 9 52.8
Ballroom Dancing 15 88.5
Archery 10 58.9
-g,
1
4
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Activity Number of Y>^;CA'S Percent of To-
Reporting This Activity tal Surveyed
ir> this group
Bowling
Indoor Tennis
6
9
14
11
2
1
10
15
35.3
52.8
82.5
64.7
11.75
5.89
58.9
88.5
Badminton
Volley Ball
Horseback Riding
Tenniquoit
Rhythmics
Gymnastics
Activities Not Included in Survey
Four TiflfCA' s included basketball; two included re-
laxation gym, correctives, and roller skating; and one inclu-
ded ballet and outdoor golf.
or one hundred percent of the total number surveyed in this
group; six offered fencing, or thirty five percent; three re-
ported Indoor golf, or eighteen percent; eleven maintained
classes in square dancing, or sixty five percent; eleven main-
tained classes in modern dancing, or sixty five percent; six-
teen had classes in ballroom dancing, or ninety four percent;
eight offered archery, or forty seven percent; eight reported
bowling, or forty seven percent; nine offered indoor tennis, or
fifty three percent; fifteen reported badminton, or eighty nine
percent; eleteen had volleyball, or sixty five percent; and
none maintained tenniquoit.
In Table XXXIII, seventten YvVCA' s reported swimraingj.
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Table XXXIII
Ntunber of YWCA's Reporting Winter Activities and
Percent of Total Surveyed in Group III
Activities Number of YsVCA's reporting Percent of ci-
this activity ties surveyed
in this group
Swinmiing 17 100
Fencing 6 35.5
Indoor Golf 3 17.6
Square Dancing 11 64.7
Modern Dancing 11 64.7
Ballroom Dancing 16 94.0
Archery 8 47,0
Bowling 8 47,0
Indoor Tennis 9 52.8
Badminton 15 88.5
Volleyball 11 64.7
Tenniquoit 0 0
Activities Not Included in Survey
Eight YiYCA's included gymnastics; four included
basketball; three included correctives; tv/o included roller
skating, relaxation gym, tumbling, and rhythmics; and one in-
cluded tap dancing and ballet.
In Table XXXIV, two YkVCA's reported bicycling, or
tv/lve percent of the total number surveyed in this group; fif-
teen reported swimming, or eighty nine percent; five offered
fencing, or thirty percent; seven maintained indoor golf, or
forty one percent; seven maintained classes in square dancing,
or forty one percent; nine maintained classes in modern danc-
ing, or fifty three percent; fifteen maintained classes in ball
room dancing, or eighty nine percent; four offered golf, or
i
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twenty four percent; seven reported archery, or forty one
percent; six had bov/ling, or thirty five percent; twelve re-
ported tennis, or seventy one percent; thirteen offered badmin-
ton, or seventy seven percent; nine reported volleyball, or
fifty three percent; three had horseback riding, or eighteen
percent; fourteen reported gymnastics, or eighty thj?ee percent;
none had tenniquoit; and ten reported rhythmics, or fifty nine
percent of the total number surveyed in this group.
Table XX:^IV
number of YiiVCA' s reporting Spring Activities and
Percent of Total Surveyed in Group III
Activity No. of Y.VCA' s reporting Percent of
this activity cities surveyed
in this group
Bicycling 2 11.7
Swimming 15 88.5
Fencing 5 29.5
Indoor Golf 7 41.2
Square Dancing 7 41.2
Modern Dancing 9 52.8
Ballroom Dancing 15 88.5
Golf 4 23.5
Archery 7 41.2
Bowling 6 35,3
Tennis 12 70.5
Badminton 13 76.5
Volleyball 9 52.8
Horseback Riding 3 17.6
Gymnastics 14 82.5
Tenniquoit 0 0
Rhythmics 10 58.9
Activities Not Included in Survey
Two YkVCA's included Roller Skating; and one include(
,
Correctives, Tumbling, Tap Dancing, Relaxation Gym, and
Basketball.

In Table XXXV, the seventeen YWCA»s in Group III
reported the following enrollment figures:
City A - Total enrollment - ],530; twelve percent
enrolled in Physical Education
City E - Total enrollment - 11,298; thirty one
percent in Physical Education
City C - Total enrollment - 9,346; sixty one per-
cent in Physical Education
City D - Total enrollment not reported; 1, 250
enrolled in PhTsical Education
City E - Total enrollment - 4,450; sixty six per-
cent in Physical Education
City F - Total enrollment - 15,261; forty one per-
cent in Physical Education
City G - Total enrollment - 156; no report on
Physical Education
City H - Total enrollment - 2,937; forty nine per-
cent in Physical Education
City I - Total enrollment - 4,640; fourteen per-
cent in Physical Education
City J - Total enrollment - 7,045; thirty one per-
cent in Physical Education
City K - Total enrollment - 10,806; thirty eight
percent in Physical Education
City L - Total enrollment - 6,570; fifty four per-
cent in Physical Education
City M - No report on enrollment
City N - Total enrollment - 1,895; thirty two per-
cent in Physical Education
City 0 - No report on enrollment
City P - Total enrollment - 8,432; thirty percent
in Physical Education
City Q - Total enrollment - 5,680; twenty seven per
cent in Physical Education

TABLE X:QCV
Total Enrollment and Percent 3nrolled In Physical
Education Program In Group III
YVTCA
A
B
C
D
E
P
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
0
P
Total Enrollment
1,530
11,298
9,346
4
4,450
15,261
156
2,937
4,640
7,045
10,306
6,570
1,895
^
8,432
5,680
Enrollment in
Physical Education
Program
182
3,533
5,674
1,250
2,913
6,244
-it
1,424
629
2,147
4,146
3,549
*
600
*
255
1,520
* not reported
43
Percent Snrollec.
in Physical
Education
11.9
31.1
60.7
65.5
40.9
48.5
13.6
30.6
38.3
54.1
31.7
30.2
26.8
In Table XXXVI, the activities are reported in or-
der of their frequency. Due to the fact that less than one
third of the total YiYCA' s surveyed recorded enrollment in each
activity, the number enrolled does not appear on this table.
Each Y^/CA listed the most popular activities for the
autumn. One TrfCA did not report on this question in this par-
ticular group.
Swimming was reported by fourteen; Ballroom Dancing
by ten; Badminton by eight; Gym by eight; Body Conditioning Ex-
ercises by four; Square Dancing by four; Basketball by three;

Ballet by two; Bowling by two; Modern Dancing by two; Tennis
by two; Fencing by two; Fund Day by one; Golf by one; Rhythmics
by one; Roller Skating by one; and Team Sports by one.
TABLE XXXVI
Frequency of Most Popular Activities in Group III
Activity Frequency
Swimming 14
Ballroom Dancing 10
Badminton 8
Gym 8
Body Conditioning Exercises 4
Square Dancing 4
Basketball 3
Ballet 2
Bowling 2
Modern Dancing 2
Tennis 2
Fencing 1
Fun Day 1
Golf 1
Rhythmics 1
Roller Skating 1
Team Sports 1
In Table XXXVII, the activities are reported in
order of their frequency. Due to the fact that less than one
third of the total Y^VCA's surveyed recorded enrollment in each
activity, the number enrolled does not appear on this table*
Each Y/ifCA listed the five least popular activities
in the autumn. Four Y^VCA's did not report on this question in
this particular group and one listed only one activity.
Archery was reported by five; Badminton by five;
Fencing by four; Volleyball by four; Gym by three; Modern
Dancing by three; Rhythmics by three; Social Dancing by three;
Basketball by two; Correctives by tv/o; HoiJEback Riding by two;
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Relaxation Gym by two; Square Dancing by two; Tap Dancing by
two; Bowling by one; Indoor Tennis by one; Junior Social
Dancing by one; Junior Tumbling by one; Roller Skating by one;
and Tennis by one.
In Table XXXVIII the seventeen YvVCA' s in Group III
reported the following:
Eleven offered classes on the ten week basis, or
sixty five percent of the total surveyed in this group; twelve
kept open all year, or seventy one percent; none employed a
registered nurse; and eleven employed a person trained in first
aid, or sixty five percent of the total surveyed.
TABLE XXXVII
Activity
Frequency of Least Popular Activities in Group III
;
Frequency
Volleyball
Gym
Modern Dancing
Rhythmics
Social Dancing
Basketball
Correctives
Horseback Riding
Relaxation Gym
Square Dancing
Tap Dancing
Bowling
Indoor Tennis
Junior Social Dancing
Junior Tumbling
Roller Skating
Tennis
4
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
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TABLE XXXVIII
Number and Percent of Y#CA*s Offering Classes on
the Ten Week Basis; Open All Year; Employing
a Registered Nurse; and Employing a Person
Trained in First Aid
Number of Yir/CA^s Offering Classes Percent of Total Sur-
on the Ten Vv'eek Basis veyed in This Group
11 64.6
Number of YvVCA' s Open All Year Round Percent of Total Sur-
veyed in This Group
12 70.5
Number of Ytf^CA's Employing a Percent of "^ota.! Surveyed
Registered Nurse in This Group
0 0
Number of Yi/ZCA's Employing a Percent of Total Surveyed
Person Trained in First Aid in This Group
11 64.6
In Table XXXIX, thirteen Y/VCA's in Group III re-
ported condition of balls, nets and apparatus as good and four
reported them as fair; twelve reported condition of pool as
good, two reported it as fair and three reported no pool;
thirteen reported sanitary conditions as good, tv/o reported
them fair, and two made no report; seventeen reported general
condition of gym as good; and five reported safety hazards
while twelve reported no safety hazards.
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TABLE XXXIX
Equipment and General Condition of Yv'/CA Physical
Education Facilities in Group III
YWCA Located
in
City A
City B
City C
City D
City E
City P
City G
City H
City I
Cit^ J
City K
City
City M
City N
City 0
City P
City q
Condition of
Balls, Nets &
Apparatus
Good
Good
Good
Good
Pair
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Pair
Fair
Pair
Condition
of Pool
Pair
Fair
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
None
Good
Good
None
Good
Good
Good
None
Good
Good
Sanitary Gen. Safety
Conditions Cond, Hazards
of Gym
Good
Good
Pair
Good
Pair
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
Table XXXX showing the enrollment in various groups
shows the High School Group ahead with 5,965 enrolled; Elemen-
tary - 5,282; Housewives - 3,336; Industrial - 2,876; Business
2,476; Professional - 1,428; College - 1,361.
TABLE XXXX
Total Enrollment in Various Groups in YsVCA' s of
Group III
HighSchool Elementary Housewives £ndus. Business Prof ess . College
5,965 5,282 3,336 2,876 2,476 1,428 1,361 i.
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In Table XXXXI, the other activities offered by
Yi/VCA's are arranged in order of their frequency in popularity
with the percent of total Yiii'CA' s surveyed.
Crafts were reported by all seventeen YVCA' s in thig
group, or one hundred percent of the total surveyed; Contract
Bridge by fifteen, or eighty nine percent; Health Instruction
by thirteen, or seventy seven percent; Pottery by thirteen, or
seventy seven percent; Clothes and Cosmetics by twelve, or
seventy one percent; Dramatics by twelve, or seventy one per-
cent; Issues of Today by twelve, or seventy one percent; Sev;ing
by twelve, or seventy one percent; Choral Group by eleven, or
sixty five percent; Painting by ten, or fifty nine percent;
Preparation for Marriage by ten, or fift^r nine percent; Music
by eight, or forty seven percent; Photography by eight, or forty
seven percent; Hostessing by six, or thirty five percent; Theatre
by four, or twenty four percent; and V/eaving by four or twenty
four percent.
TABLE XXXXI
Other Activities Offered by YVCA' s in Frequency and
Percent in Group III
Activity
Crafts
Contract Bridge
Health Instruction
Pottery
Clothes and Cosmetics
Dramatics
Issues of Today
Frequency
17
15
13
13
12
12
12
Percent of Total
Surveyed
100
89
77
77
71
71
71

Activity Frequency Percent of Total Sur-
veyed
Sewing 12 71
L/Xicjra.x Lri oup DO
Painting 10 59
Preparation for Marriage 10 • 59
Music 8 47
Photography 8 47
Hostessing 6 35
Theatre 4 24
Weaving 4 24
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CHAPTER VII
Group Four
Y>7CA»s in Cities with Population of 50,000 - 100,000
In Table XXXXII, eight YiVCA' s reported Swiimning,
in the autumn, or eighty percent of the total number surveyed
in this group; none reported Fencing and Indoor Golf; eight
maintained classes in Square Dancing, or eighty percent; three
maintained classes in Modern Dancing, or thirty percent; nine
maintained classes in Ballroom Dancing, or ninety percent;
three reported Archery, or thirty percent; three offered Bowling
or thirty percent; three had Bowling, or thirty percent; two
offered Indoor Tennis or twenty percent; nine reported Badmin-
ton, or ninety percent; five reported Volleyball, or fifty
percent; tv>fo had Horseback Riding, or twenty percent; none
had Tenniquoit; four offered Rhythmics, or forty percent; and
ten reported Gymnastics, or one hundred percent of the total
number surveyed in this group.
Table XXXXII
Number of YvVCA' s Reporting Autumn Activities and
Percent of Total Surveyed in Group IV
Activity No. of YViCk^s Reporting Percent of
This Activity Cities Surveyed
in This Group
Swimming
Fencing
8
0
0
8
3
9
3
3
80
0
0
80
30
90
30
30
Indoor Golf
Square Dancing
Modern Dancing
Ballroom Dancing
Archery
Bov/llng

Activity No. of YiiiCA's Reporting Percent of
This Ar^tivity Cities Sur-
veyed in This
Group
Tenniquoit
Rhythmics
Gymnastics
Badminton
Volleyball
Horseback Riding
Indoor Tennis 2
9
5
2
0
4
10
20
90
50
20
0
40
100
Activities Not Included in Survey
Four Y/yCA's included Tap Dancing; three included
Basketball; and one included Tumbling and i^oller Skating,
or eighty percent of the total number surveyed in this group;
one reported Fencing, or ten percent; none had Indoor Golf;
seven maintained classes in Square Dancing, or seventy percent;
six maintained classes in Modern Dancing, or sixty percent;
eight maintained classes in Ballroom Dancing, or eighty per-
cent; one offered Archery, or ten percent; four had Bowling or
forty percent; two reported Indoor Tennis or twenty percent;
nine reported Badminton, or ninety percent; five offered Volleyr
ball, or fifty percent; and two reported Tenniquoit, or twenty
percent of the total number surveyed in this group.
In Table XXXXIII, eight YVCA's reported Swimming,
Table XXXXIII
Number of YiVCA' s Reporting V/inter Activities and Percent
of Total Surveyed in Group IV
Barton Unrver-.ity
School of Education

Activity No. of YTOA*s Reporting Percent of ci-
This Activity ties Surveyed
in This Group
Swimming 8 80
Fencing 1 10
Indoor Golf 0 0
Square Dancing 7 70
Modern Dancing 6 60
Ballroom Dancing 8 80
Archery 1 10
Bowling 4 40
Indoor Tennis 2 20
Badminton 9 90
Volleyball 5 50
Tenniquoit 2 20
Activities Not Included in Survey
Three YififCA's included Gymnastics, Basketball, and
Tap Dancing; and one included Tumbling, Roller Skating and
Ballet.
In Table XXXXIV, none of the Y/i/CA' s in this group
reported Bicycling; nine reported Swimming, or ninety percent
of the total number surveyed in this group; none reported Fen-
cing; two offered Indoor Golf, or twenty percent; four main-
tained classes in Square Dancing, or forty percent; five main-
tained classes in Modern Dancing, or fifty percent; eight mainj^
tained classes in Ballroom Dancing, or eighty percent; two re-
ported Golf, or twenty percent; five offered Archery, or fifty
percent; four had Bowling or forty percent; nine offered Ten-
nis, or ninety percent; eight reported Badminton, or eighty
percent; five reported Volleyball, or fifty percent; two re-
ported Horseback Riding, or twenty percent; nine offered Gym-
nastics, or ninety percent; none reported Tenniquoit; and three
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reported Rhythmics, or thirty percent of the total number sur-
veyed in this group.
TABLE XXXXIV
Number of Y.YCA'S Reporting Spring Activities and Percent
of Total Surveyed in Group IV
Activity No. of TiYCA's report- Percent of ci-
ties Surveyed in
This Group
Bicycling 0 0
Swimming 9 90
Fencing 0 0
Indoor Golf 2 20
Square Dancing 4 40
Modern Dancing 5 50
Ballroom Dancing 8 80
Golf 2 20
Archery 5 50
Bov/ling 4 40
Tennis 9 90
Badminton 8 80
Volleyball 5 50
Horseback Riding 2 20
Gymnastics 9 90
Tenniquoit 0 0
Rhythmics 3 30
Activities Not Included in Survey
Pour YjVCA's included Tap Dancing; one included
Roller Skating, Tumbling, and Ballet.
In Table X.XJCXV, the ten YVVCA's in Group IV reported
the folbwing enrollment figures
:
Total enrollment - 1,522; forty four per-
cent enrolled in Physical Education
City A
City B
City C
City D - Total enrollment - 3,219; twenty eight
Total enrollment, 479; one hundred percent
in Physical Education
Total enrollment - 2,046; twenty percent
in Physical Education

percent in Physical Education
City E - Total enrollment - 6,783; thirty percent
in Physical Education
City F - Total enrollment - 6000; forty three per-
cent In Physical Education
City G - Total enrollment not reported; 440 en-
rolled in Physical Education
City H - Total enrollment - 265; no report on
Physical Education
City I - Total enrollment - 4,319; twenty five
percent in Physical Education
City J - Total enrollment - no report; 2,865 en-
rolled in Physical Education
TABLE XXXXV
Total Enrolled and Percent Enrolled in Physical Education
Program In Group IV
YtfCA Total Enrollment Enrollment in Physical Percent enrolled
Education Program in Physical
Education
A 1^22 675 44.3
B 479 479 100
C 2,046 542 26.5
D 3,219 920 27.6
£ 6,783 2,011 29.7
P 6,000 2,600 43.4
G * 440
H 265
I 4,319 1,075 24.9
J 2,865 »
« not reported
In Table XXXXVI, the activities are reported in
order of their frequency. Due to the fact that less than one
third of the total Y^VCA's surveyed recorded enrollment in each
activity, the number enrolled does not appear on this table*

Each yWCA listed the most popular activity for the
autumn. One Y/ifCA did not report on this question in this par-
ticular group.
Swimming was reported by eight; Badminton, hy five;
Gym by five; Ballroom Dancing by four; Basketball by four;
Keep Fit Gym by two; Rhythmics by two; Square Dancing by two;
Tap Dancing by two; Bowling by one; Pun Day by one; Modern
Dancing by one; Skating by one; and Volleyball by one.
Table XXXXVI
Frequency of Most Popular Activities in Group IV
Activity
Swimming
Badminton
Gym
Ballroom Dancing
Basketball
Keep Pit Gym
Rhythmics
Square Dancing
Tap Dancing
Bov/ling
Pun Day
Modern Dancing
Skating
Volleyball
Frequency
8
5
5
4
4
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
In Table XXXXVII, the activities are reported in
order of their frequency. Due to the fact that less than one
third of the total YvVCA^s surveyed recorded enrollment in each
activity, the number enrolled does not appear in this table.
Each YjVCA listed the five least popular activities
in the Autumn. One Y/i^CA did not report on this question in
this particular group.
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Tennis was reported by four; Archery by three;
Badminton by three; Square Dancing by three; Volleyball by three;
Basketball by two; Gym by two; Modern Dancing by two; Tap
Dancing by two; Bowling by one; Horseback Riding by one; and
Life Saving by one.
TABLE XXXXVII
Frequency of Least Popular Activities in Group IV
Activity Frequency
Tehnis 4
Archery 3
Badminton 3
Square Dancing 3
Volleyball 3
Ballroom Dancing 2
Basketball 2
Gym 2
Modern Dancing 2
Tap Dancing 2
Bowling 1
Horseback Riding 1
Life Saving 1
In Table XXXXVIII, five offered classes on the ten
week basis, or fifty percent of the total number surveyed in
this group; nine kept open all year, or ninety percent; none
employed a registered nurse; and six employed a person trained
in first aid, or sixty percent of the total surveyed,
TABLE XXXXVIII
Number and Percent of YvVCA's Offering Classes on
the Ten Vi^eek Basis; Open All Year; Employing
a Registered Nurse; and Employing a Person
Trained in First Aid in Group IV
Number of Y^/CA's Offering Percent of Total Sur-
Classes on the Ten Week Basis veyed in This Group
5 50
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No. of YNCA^s Open
All Year Round
9
Percent of Total Surveyed
In This Group
90
No. of Y«VCA's Employing
a Registered Nurse
Percent of Total Surveyed in
This Group
No. of Yi/l^CA's Employing
a Person Trained in First Aid
Percent of Total Surveyed in
This Group
In Table XXXXIX, five Y^VCA' s reported condition of
balls, nets and apparatus as good; four reported them fair,
and one reported them poor; five reported condition of pool
as good; one reported it fair, and four made no report; eight
reported sanitary conditions as good and two made no report;
four reported general condition of gym as good; four reported
it fair; one reported poor and one made no report; and eight
reported safety hazards while two made no report.
TAELE XXXXIX
Equipment and General Condition of YWCA Physical
Education Facilities in Group IV
YrfVCA Located Condition of Condition Sanitary General Safety
in Balls, Nets of Pool Conditions Cond- Hazards
& Apparatus ition of
City A
City B
City C
City D
City E
City P
City G
Good
Good
Fair
Pair
Good
Good
Gym
Good Pair No
Good Good Pair No
Good Good Good No
Pair Good Pair No
Good Pair No
Good Good Good No

YWCA Located Condition of Condition Sanitary General Safety
in Balls, Nets of Pool Conditions Condition Ha-
8c Apparatus of Gym zarda
i City H Pair Good Good Good No
I City I ^ Pair Good Good Good No
City J " Pair Poor
Table L showing the enrollment in various groups
shows the Elementary Group ahead in this group with 2,881 en-
rolled. High School - 2,583; Business - 2,177 enrolled; House-
wives - 1,427 enrolled; Industrial - 543 enrolled; Professional-
585 enrolled; College - 151 enrolled,
TABLE L
Total Enrollment in Various Groups in YkYCA's of
Group IV
' High School Element . Housewives Indus .W. Business Profess , College
2,583 2,881 1,427 543 2,177 585 151
In Table LI, the other activities offered by YJCA's
j
are arranged in order of their frequency in popularity with the
percent of total YwCA' s surveyed,
I
Contract Bridge was reported by eight Y\VCA' s in this
1
group, or eighty percent of the total number surveyed; Crafts by
jj
seven, or seventy percent; Clothes and Cosmetics by five, or
'fifty percent; Draraatics by five or fifty percent; Preparation
for Marriage by five, or fifty percent; Sev/ing by five, or fifty
[percent; Choral Group by four, or forty percent; Painting by
four, or forty percent; Health Instruction by four or forty
percent; Music by three, or thirty percent; Photography by two,
or twenty percent; and Pottery by two, or twenty percent.

TABLE LI
Other Activities Offered by Y'i/CA' s in Jr'requency ahd
Percent in Group IV
Activity Frequency Percent of Total Sur-
veyed
Contract Bridge 8 80
Crafts 7 70
Clothes and Cosmetics 5 50
Dramatics 5 50
Preparation for Marriage 5 50
Sewing 5 50
Choral Group 4 40
Painting 4 40
Health Instruction 4 40
Music 3 30
Photography 2 20
Pottery 2 20
ll
I
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CHAPTER VIII
YffCA's In Cities with Population of Less than 50,000
GROUP FIVE
In Table LII, two Y//CA's reported swimming in the
autumn or twenty nine percent of the total number surveyed in
this group; none reported Fencing or Indoor Golf; three main-
tained classes in Square Dancing, or forty three percent; two
maintained classes in Modern Dancing, or twenty nine percent;
five maintained classes in Ballroom Dancing, or seventy two
percent; one offered Archery, or fourteen percent; four re-
ported Bowling, or fifty seven percent; two had Indoor Tennis,
or twenty nine percent; four reported Badminton, or fifty seven
percent; two reported Volleyball, or twenty nine percent; none
had Horseback Riding or Tennlquolt; one reported Rhythmics, or
fourteen percent; and five reported Gymnastics, or seventy two
percent of the total number surveyed In this group,
TABLE LII
Number of YWCA's Reporting Autumn Activities and Percent
of Total Surveyed in Group V
Activity
Swimming
Fencing
Indoor Golf
Square Dancing
Modern Dancing
Ballroom Dancing
Archery
Bowling
Indoor Tennis
Badminton
Volleyball
No, of Y/VCA's Reporting Percent of
This Activity Cities Surveyed
in this Group
2
0
0
3
2
5
1
4
2
4
2
28,6
0
0
42,9
28.6
71.5
14.3
57.2
28,6
57.2
28.6
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I
Activity No. of YifVCA's Reporting Percent of
This Activity Cities Sur-
veyed in This
Group
Horseback Riding 0 0
Tenniquoit 0 0
Rhythmics 1 14.3
Gymnastics 5 71,5
Activities Not Included in Survey
Three YifVCA's included Basketball; and one included
Roller Skating, Tap Dancing, and Ballet,
In Table LIII, three Y^CA's reported Swimming in the
winter or forty three percent of the total surveyed in this
group; none reported Fencing or Indoor Golf; four maintained
classes in Square Dancing, or fifty seven percent; five main-
tained classes in Ballroom Dancing, or seventy two percent; two
maintained classes in Modern Dancing, or twenty nine percent;
none offered Archery; three reported Bowling, or forty three
percent; two had Indoor Tennis, or twenty nine percent; four
reported Badminton, or fifty seven percent; two offered Volley-
ball, or twenty nine percent; and none reported Tenniquoit.
TABLE LIII
No. of YWCA's Reporting Winter Activities and Percent
of Total Surveyed in Group V
Activity No. of YWCA's reporting Percent of
This Activity Cities Sur-
veyed in This
Group
Swimming 3 42,9
Fencing 0 0
Indoor Golf 0 0
Square Dancing 4 57.2
Modern Dancing 2 28,6
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1
Activity No. of Y1(VCA' s Reporting Percent of
This Activity Cities Sur-
veyed in This
Group
Ballroom Dancing 5 71.5
Archery 0 0
Bowling 3 42.9
Indoor Tennis 2 28.6
Badminton 4 57.2
Volleyball 2 28.6
Tenniquoit 0 ^ 0
Activities Not Included in Survey
Pour YvVCA's included Basketball; three included
Gymnastics; and one Included Roller Skating, Rhythmics, Skiing,
Tap Dancing and Ballet.
In Table LIV, one Yi/VCA reported Bicycling in the
spring, or fourteen percent of the total number surveyed in thi
group; four reported Swimming, or fifty seven percent; none
reported Fencing; one offered Indoor Golf, or fourteen percent;
two maintained classes in Square Dancing, or t\fcenty nine per-
cent; one maintained classes in Modern Dancing, or fourteen
percent; two maintained classes in Ballroom Dancing, or twenty
hlne percent; one offered Golf, or fourteen percent; one had
Archery, or fourteen percent; three reported Bovirling, or forty
three percent; four offered Tennis, or fifty seven percent;
four reported Badminton, or fifty seven percent; three had
Volleyball, or forty three percent; none reported Horseback
Riding; four reported Gymnastics, or fifty seven percent;
none reported Tenniquoit; and one reported Rhythmics, or four-
teen percent of the total number surveyed in this group.

TABLE LIV
Number of YvVCA* s Reporting Spring Activities and Percent of
Total Surveyed in Group V
Activity No, of Y//CA'S Percent of Cities
Reporting This Surveyed in This Group
Activity
Bicj'-cling 1 14.3
Swimming 4 57.2
Fencing 0 0
Indoor Golf 1 14.3
Square Dancing 2 28.6
Modern Dancing 1 14.3
Ballroom Dancing 2 28.6
Golf 1 14.3
Archery 1 14.3
Bowling 3 42.9
Tennis 4 57.3
Badminton 4 57.2
Volleyball 3 42.9
Horseback Riding 0 0
Gymnastics 4 57.2
Tenniquoit 0 0
Rhythmics 1 14.3
Activities Not Included in Survey
Two YkVCA's included Roller Skating; and one included
Tap Dancing and Ballet,
In Table LV, the seven YA'CA' s in Group V reported
the following enrollment figures:
City A - Total enrollment - 3,367, fifty eight
percent enrolled in Physical Education
City B - Total enrollment - 414; thirty three
percent in Physical Education
City C - Total enrollment - no report; 858 en-
rolled in Physical Education
City D - Total enrollment - 188; one hundred per
cent in Physical Education
City E - No enrollment figures reported
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City F - No enrollment figures reported
City G - Total enrollment - 293; fifty four
percent in Physical Education
Table LV
Total Enrollment and Percent Enrolled in Physical Education
Program in Oroup V
YNCA Total Enrollment Enrollment in Percent Enrolled
Physical Education in Physical
Program Education
A 3,367 1,947 57.6
B 414 135 32.6
C * 858 *
D 188 188 100
B » « ^
p ^ *
G 293 157 53,6
^ not reported
In Table LVI, the activities are reported in order
of their frequency. Due to the fact that less than one third
of the total Y<VCA's surveyed recorded enrollment in each ac-
tivity, the number enrolled does not appear on this table.
Each YWCA listed the five most popular activities
for the autumn. Two Y^CA's did not report on this question
in this particular group.
Basketball was reported by four; Badminton by three;
Ballroom Dancing by two; Bowling by two; Exercises by two;
Gym by two; Swimming by two; Modern Dancing by one; Roller
Skating by one; Square Dancing by one; and Tap Dancing by
one .
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TABLE LVI
Frequency of Most Popular Activities in G-roup V
Activity
Basketball
Badminton
Ballroom Dancing
Bowling
Exercises
Gym
Swimming
Modern Dancing
Roller Skating
Square Dancing
Tap Dancing
Frequency
4
3
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
Least Popular Activities
In Table LVII, the activities are reported in order
of their frequency. Due to the fact that less than one third
of the total YvVCA's surveyed, recorded enrollment in each ac-
tivity, the number enrolled does not appear In this table.
Each Y/7CA listed the five least popular activities
in the autumn. In this particular group, only one Y^VCA re-
ported on this question.
Modern Dancing was reported by one; Tennis by one;
and Volleyball by one.
TABLE LVII
Frequency of Least Popular Activities in Group V
Activity Frequency
Modern Dancing
Tennis
Volleyball
1
1
1
JI
I
r
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Number and Percent of YvVCA's Offering Classes
on the Ten Vveek Basis; Open All Year;
Employing a Registered Nurse; and Employing
a Person Trained in First Aid in Group V
In Table LVIII, the seven YMGk^ s in Group V reported
the following:
Three offered classes on the ten week basis, or forty
three percent of the total number surveyed in this group; five
kept open all year, or seventy two percent; none employed a
registered nurse; and two employed a person trained in first
aid, or twenty nine percent of the total surveyed.
TABLE LVIII
Bo. of TA'CA's Offering
Classes on the Ten Week Basis
Percent of Total Surveyed
in This Group
3 42,8
No. of Y^VCA's Open
All Year Round
Percent of Total Surveyed
In This Group
5 71.5
No. of TjYCA's Employing
a Registered Nurse
Percent of Total Surveyed
in This Group
0 0
No. of YiVCA' s Employing
a Person Trained in First Aid
Percent of Total Sur
veyed in This Group
2 28.6

In Table LIX, two Y/iCk^a in Group V reported con-
dition of balls, nets and apparatus as good; four reported
them fair, and one made no report; one reported condition of
pool as good, three reported no pool and two made no report;
three reported sanitary conditions as good; one reported them
fair, one reported them poor, and two made no report; three
reported general condition of gym as good, two reported it
fair, and two made no report; and seven reported no safety
hazards
•
TABLS LIX
Equipment and general condition of Y-VCA Physical Education
Facilities in Group V
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Yirt^CA Located
in
City A
City B
City C
City D
City E
City F
City G
Condition of Balls, Condtion Sanitary Gen. Safety
Nets & Apparatus of Pool Condi- Condi- Ra-
tions tion zards
Fair
Good
Good
Fair
Fair
Fair
of G^
Poor Good No
Good No
None Fair No
None Fair Good No
None Good Fair No
Good Good No
Good No
Table LX showing the enrollment in various groups
shows the Elementary Group ahead with a total of 1,161 enrolled.
Housewives - 406; High School - 387 enrolled; Business - 561
enrolled; Professional - 198 enrolled; Industrial - 108 en-
rolled; College - 41 enrolled.
TABLS LX
Total Enrollment in Various Groups in Yi/VCA' s of Group V
High School Elementary Housewives Indus . Business Profes*. Col.
387 1,161 406 108 561 198 41
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In Table LXI, the other activities offered by Y»/CA's
are arranged in order of their frequency in popularity with
the percent of total Y;VCA's surveyed.
Crafts was reported by all seven YiVCA' s in this
group, or one hundred percent of the total number surveyed;
Clothes and Cosmetics by three, or forty three percent; Choral
Group by three, or forty three percent; Painting by three, or
forty three percent; Preparation for Marriage by three, or
forty three percent; Hostessing by three, or forty three per-
cent; Sewing by three, or forty three percent; Weaving by three,
or forty three percent; Dramatics by three, or forty three
percent; Music by two, or twenty nine percent; Photography by
two, or twenty nine percent; Pottery by two, or twenty nine
percent; Issues of Today, by two, or twenty nine percent; and
Health Instruction by one, or fourteen percent of the total
number surveyed in this group,
TAELE LXI
Other Activities Offered by YvVCA' s in Frequency and
Percent in Group V
Activity Frequency Percent of Total
Surve7)^ed
Crafts 7 100
Clothes and Cosmetics 5 43
Choral Group 3 43
Painting 3 43
Preparation for Marriage 3 43
Hostessing 3 43
Sewing 3 43
Weaving 3 43
Dramatics 3 43
Music 2 29
Photography 2 29

Activity Frequency Percent of Total
Surveyed
Pottery
Issues of Today
Health Instruction
2 29
2 29
1 14

—— CHAPrER IX
SUmiARY AITD RECOimiENDATIONS
Of the total sixty cities surveyed 75% were surveyed
by mail and 25% by personal contact. Forty- two questionnaires
were returned from cities with a Physical Education program*
o r 11.7^. Eleven cities did not return a questionnaire or 18.3^.
Prom a study of the findings in the preceding pages,
it xms clearly seen that the TiiCk^s in the cities with a popu-
lation over 50,000 are trying to give the modern woman of today
a Y/ell organized and varied program in physical education plus
various other activities.
Swimming and Ballroom Dancing are the most popular
activities in all three seasons -- autumn, winter and spring.
Thirty eight percent of the total number enrolled in
WCA's are enrolled in the Physical Education Program.
Modern Dancing and Volleyball are the least popular
activities. This may be partly due to the fact that many in-
dividuals do not understand the term. Modern Dancing,
Fifty two percent of the YtfVCA's offer courses on a
ten week basis.
Thirty four reported being open all year, or eighty
one percent.
Sixty percent of the YV\i'CA's included in this survey
employ a person trained in First Aid but no organization em-
ploys a registered nurse.
Ten Ti¥CA's use the standard form type of physical
examination (included in appendix). More of the organizations
70

are going to change over to this form of examination this
j
autumn. Two Y^'CA's reported no physical examination was re-
quired.
Almost all the Yi<¥CA' s in the city proper, population
of 50,000 reported good for condition of equipment, swimming
pool. Sanitary conditions and condition of gym were also re-
ported good.
Seventy four full time Physical Education workers
are employed and one hundred and nineteen part time Physical
Education workers. Thirty seven full time Health workers were
reported and forty two part time Health workers.
The Business Group has the largest enrollment with
the Elementary Group next.
Crafts and Contract Bridge are the most popular
activities outside the Physical Education activities.
RECOMIvIENDATIONS
In considering the findings in the previous chapter,
a few recommendations are listed here.
1. That all the T<¥CA's require a standard form
physical examination.
2. That all Physical Education and Health workers
be required to have a First Aid card, renev;ed every three
years
.
3. That a Registered Nurse be hired in all large
YvVCA's with large enrollments.
III
4, That Modern Dancing be explained to the public
in order that the women know the type of dancing the term
Modern Dance means.
iI
I
II
APPENDIX

34 South Pleasant Street
Bradford, Mass,
March 30, 1948
Executive Director
Yi/ifCA - 49th Street & Lexington Ave.
New York, N. Y.
Dear Madam:
In cooperation with Dr. Leslie Irv;in of Boston
University I am conducting a survey of the physical education
program and activities of the YsVCA' s in the East.
Enclosed is a questionnaire and a self-addressed
envelope. Would you be kind enough to answer the questions
to the best of your ability and return the questionnaire to
me v/ithin two weeks.
All information will be kept confidential. Your
information will be greatly appreciated.
Sincerely yours,
(Miss) Mary Elizabeth Walker
Enclosure
(Letter accompanying Questionnaire)
J1
I
(Questionnaire
Survey of the Physical Education Program
and Activities of the Y. W. C. A.
(Including cities in the East not "Y" camps.)
Check List
1. Check the Activities your "Y" offers
Autumn
[
Swimming
^Fencing
Indoor Golf
^Square Dancing
Modern Dancing
Ballroom Dancing
Archery
Bowling
(If others please add)
_^Indoor Tennis
'Badminton
Jolleyball
'Horseback Riding
'Tenniquoit
'Rhythmics
'Gymnastics
Winter
[
^Swimming
Fencing
Indoor Golf
^Square Dancing
^Modern Dancing
Ballroom Dancing
(If others please add)
^Archery
"Bowling
'Indoor Tennis
"badminton
Jolleyball
'Tenniquoit
Spring
_Bieyeling
"Swimming
Fencing
l^lndoor Golf
"Square Dancing. .
^Modern Dancing
'Ballroom Dancing
^Golf
Archery
(If others please add)
_Bowling
'Tennis
'Badminton
^Volleyball
Jiorseback Riding
'Gymnastics
^Tenniquoit
'Rhythmics

What is your total registration?
What is your registration in the Physical Education
Program? •
'Nhat five physical activities are the most popular in
terms of total enrollment?
List in order of enrollment. Approximate number
(Please base this on autumn season)
What five activities are the least popular? List in
order of enrollment. Approximate number
(Please base this on autumn season)
Are your classes offered on the 10 week basis? ^Yes
(If not, how?) l^o
Equipment and general conditions.
a. Condition of balls, nets, apparatus, etc,
^Good
Fair
Poor
b. Do you have a swimming pool? Condition:
Good
Fair
Poor
0. Sanitary conditions:
_Good
'Fair
"Poor
d. General condition of gym.
Good
^Pair
Poor

e. Are there safety hazards or dangerous
obstacles? If so, please indicate.
Yes No
8. Do you require a physical examination? Yes No
(If so, what items are included?)
blood pressure ^heart
ears ^Height , weight
eyes lungs
feet (flat feet) ^nose
^operation within throat
"last 5 years
skin T.B.
Add others
9. a. Do you employ a registered nurse? ^Yes ^No
b. Do you employ a person trained
in First Aid? ^Yes No
10. a. How many full-time professional physical education
workers do you employ?
b. How many part-time physical education workers do you
employ?
c« How many full-time health education workers do you
employ?
d. How many part-time health education workers do you
employ?
11. Are you open all year? (Not including "Y" camps)
^Yes ^No
12. Please indicate the approximate number of each of the fol-
!
lowing groups enrolled.
j
^High School Group ^Business Girls
_Elementary Children Professional
Housewives Group
^Industrial workers
^College Girls
(if others, please state)
I
il

13.
14.
Check other activities your "Y" offers.
^Clothes and Cosmetics
Choral Group
Contract Bridge
^Crafts
Draquatics
_Health Instruction
Hostessing
Issues of Today
_Music
_Painting
_Photography
^Pottery
_Preparation for
marriage
Sewing
__Theatre
Weaving chair
mats, rugs,etcC
Do you wish a copy of the results of this
survey?
Yes No
(Please answer this questionnaire to the "best of
your ability. Estimate approximate numbers if
necessary) All information will be kept confid-
ential •

Follow-Up Letter
34 South Pleasant St.
Bradford, Mass.
March 15, 1948
Dear Madame;
On February 25th a questionnaire was sent
to you concerning your physical education program and activi-
ties, I have not received your return as yet,
I would like to include your "Y" in my survey.
The information will be kept confidential and will be used
for statistical purposes only.
Your information will be greatly appreciated.
Sincerely yours,
(Miss) Mary Elizabeth Walker
rI
YWCA YWCA
DO YOU DREAM OF AN ESTATE WITH A SWIMMING POOL AND
TENNIS COURTS ? DO YOU WANT FRIENDS AND CLEVER PARTIES AND
A CHANCE TO MEET "PRINCE CHARMING" ? WE AREN'T SELLING PHONY
OIL STOCKS.- THIS IS A GILT-EDGfD SECURITY ! YOU CAN EE A
RICH GIRL, - RICH IN HEALTH AND PERSONALITY, IN FRIENDS AND
OPPORTUNITIES. LET YOUR Y.W.C.A. PROVE IT TO YOU I
DEVELOP POISE
I BALLET (elementary to advanced)
GREEK AND MODERN, — CHARACTER AND NATIONAL, — TAP,
MUSICAL COMEDY, ACROBATIC. FOR CHILDREN AND ADULTS.
CLASSES MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY, STARTING THE WEEK
OF SEPTEMBER 13th. CALL THE GENERAL OFFICE FOR DETAI LED
INFORMATION.
PRICE SCHEDULE
Ballet classes $1.00 per lesson
Tap classes $1.00 per lesson
Combined ballet and tap c I asses-$ I . 50 per lesson
Baby ballet classes $ .75 per lesson
Private lessons by appointment
—
$2.00 per lesson
ABOVE CLASSES DIRECTED BY CONSTANCE DE FAZIO
CULTIVATING A PLEASING PERSONALITY IS AN ART INDEED. IF YOU
JOIN THIS GROUP, WE'LL PRACTICALLY GUARANTEE THAT YOU WILL FIND
IT INTERESTING AND WORTH WHILE.
INSTRUCTOR MRS. PR INGLE MACK IE CRISPIN
CALL GENERAL OFFICE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
AUTHORITIES AGREE THAT MANY PITFALLS OF MARRIAGE MAY BE
AVOIDED BY PROPER KNOWLEDGE AND A WHOLESOME MENTAL ATTITUDE CON-
CERNING THE ADJUSTMENTS INVOLVED. THIS COURSE IS THE RESULT OF
POPULAR DEMAND. WATCH FOR ANNOUNCEMENTS OR CALL GENERAL OFFICE
ABOUT DETAILS.
OPPORTUNITY OFFER
ALL-INCLUSIVE ACTIVITIES
TICKET FOR ONE YEAR
OCT. I - OCT. I — $10.00
Social Dance Square Dance
Exercise Classes Badminton
Swimming Tennis
Basketba II Archery
Vol ley Bal
I
SQUARE DANCE INSTITUTE
FEBRUARY 5, 12, 19, and 26
U THURSDAYS AT 8:00 P.M.
$ I .00 FOR THE COURSE
For prospective leaders
from schools, churches, scouts,
social agencies, and for others
r
wishing to teach and lead
square dancing.
AeOVE SCHEDULE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
JOIN A y ' CLUB
IF YOU ARE 12 TO 18 YEARS OLD, YOU MAY jBECOME A JUNIOR
MEMBER OF THE LARGEST WOMEN'S ORGANIZATIOj IN THE WORLD.
IN THE CITY AND NEARBY COMMUNITIES, JUNIOR^ND SENIOR HIGH
SCHOOL GIRLS, AS MEMBERS OF Y-TEEN CLUBS, MEET TO PLAN AND
WORK OUT PROJECTS THEY THEMSELVES CHOOSE, AND TO BUILD WELL-
ROUIOED PERSONALITIES TO TAKE THEIR PLACE IN COMMUNITY LIFE.
CLUB ADVISERS ARE AVAILABLE FOR HELP AND SUMESTIONS.
DISCUSSIONS - THE GIRLS TALK ABOUT THEIR WORLD FROM THEIR
PERSONAL AND SOCIAL VIEWPOINTS.
PARTIES - HOLIDAYS AND SPECIAL EVENTS BR ING FORTH NEW IDEAS
FOR CO-EO GET TOGETHERS.
SERVICE PROJECTS CHALLENGE THE IMAGINATIVE SYMPATHY OF
THE ADULT Y-TEEN. FOOD AND CLOTHING BOXES FOR EUROPE AND
USEFUL GIFTS FOR LOCAL ORGANIZATIONS ARE MATERIAL EVIDENCES
OF THE ONE-WORLD SPIRIT.
EDUCATION AND RECREATION - TRIPS. HANDCRAFT. TALKS, HIKES,
GAMES, AND SPORTS ARE TYPICAL Y-TEEN ACTIVITIES.
EXERCISE FOR PHYSICAL FITNESS
SATURDAY. MORNING AT THE "Y",-THE 6 to IH YEAR OLD JUNIORS TAKE OVER!
REGISTER SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 27, 10:00 - 12:00 A.M.
MEDICAL EXAMINATIONS SEPTEMBER 27, 10:00 - 12:00 A.M.
(MAKE APPOINTMENTS ONE WEEK IN ADVANCE.)
JUNIOR TICKET CHOICE OF CLASSES IN GYM AND POOL, UNLIMITED DIPS.
OCTOBER ^ to MAY 31 $8.00
TEN-WEEK TERM $3.50
1st TERM OCTOBER H
2nd TERM JANUARY 3
3rd TERM MARCH 15
JUNE I to SEPTEMBER 30 — UNLIMITED SWIMMING, TENNIS $'».00
GYM POOL
SUMMER TICKET
9:00 GYM
9:30 GYM
10:00 SOCIAL DANCE (BEGIN.)
10:30 BADMINTON
II : 15 BASKETBALL
10:00-12:00 HANDCRAFT. SEWING, DRAMATIC
9:00—BOYS' CLASS (UNDER II YEARS)
9:30— INTERMEDIATE CLASS
10:00— SYNCHRONIZED SWIMMING CLASS
10:30—ADVANCED BEGINNERS' CLASS
1 1 :00— INTERMEDIATE CLASS
I 1 :30—BEGINNERS' CLASS
MEDICAL EXAMINATION REQUIRED,
THEM. TOWELS — 3# EACH,
50#. SUIT FURNISHED. BRING TOWEL AND CAP, OR RENT
10 FOR 25(<. CAPS, — 5#.p ^ fi/' /J /-J "X^ I '"^' '-S
SHARE IN THE FUN AND RESPONSIBILITY OF PLANNING CLUB ACTIVITIES SUCH AS THESE: ^ ^
co-ed nights week-end parties at camp owaissa world fellowship
handcraft personality inventories sketching
Sports nights fireside discussion hours sings
ceremonials dancing- polkas, square dancing, jive, conga service projects
POOL
OPEN DAILY FOR DIPS SINGLE DIP -
10 DIPS $1.50 (TAX 30#) UNLIMITED DIPS,
-20# (TAX M)
6 MONTHS— $i».00
CAREER GIRLS
GAYTIHE CLUB
YOUNG MOTHERS
A CLUB OF YOUNG BUSINESS, INDUSTRIAL, AND HOME WOMEN. TUESDAYS AT 7:30 P.M.
A GROUP OF YOUNG. WOMEN MEET ING FOR SOC lAL PURPOSES. TUESDAYS AT 8:00 P.M.
MEET FOR SOCIAL TIMES AND PROGRAMS BUILT AROUND THEIR INTERESTS AS MOTHERS
2nd AND 1th WEDNESDAYS AT 8:30 P.M.
TAYLOR BUSINESS GIRLS MEET FOR SWIMMING FOLLOWED BY BUSINESS MEETINGS AND SPECIAL PRO-
GRAMS. THURSDAY EVENINGS.
L.R.P. CLUB A GROUP MEETING FOR SERVICE AND FELLOWSHIP. 1st WEDNESDAYS AT 8:00 P.M.
IF YOU AND YOUR FRIENDS OR CO-WORKERS WISH TO FORM A "Y" CLUB OF YOUR OWN,
GENERAL OFFICE FOR INFORMATION.
CALL THE
ADULT CLUBS INVITE SCRANTON'S WOMEN TO AWAKEN THEIR MINDS TO ALERT AND USEFUL CITIZEN-
SHIP.
FIDELES CLUB NEGRO WOMEN WHO MEET FOR THE DISCUSSION OF RACIAL PROBLEMS, TO HEAR BOOK
REVIEWS, AND FOR SOCIAL RELAXATION. 2nd WEDNESDAY AT 6:00 P.M.
MOTHERS' CLUB A GROUP OF SOUTH SIDE MOTHERS WITH A 50-YEAR RECORD OF SERVICE INTHE
Y.W.C.A. 2nd THURSDAY AT 2:00 P.M.
WEDNESDAY CLUB HOME WOMEN INTERESTED IN DEVELOPING
THEIR TALENTS TOWARD THE ACHIEVEMENT OF A WELL-ROUNDED
PERSONAL LIFE AND THE BUILDING OF COMMUNITY LEADERSHIP.
3rd WEDNESDAY AT 2:00 P.M.
SUNBEAM CLUB BUSINESS WOMEN AND HOMEMAKERS WHO CON-
TRIBUTE TIME TOVARIOUS COMMUNITY SERVICE PROJECTS AND
ENJOY PLANNED PROGRAMS AND CONGENIAL FELLOWSHIP.
THURSDAYS AT 8:00 P.M.
NEWCOMERS' TEAS WILL BE ARRANGED PERIODICALLY FOR
NEW WOMEN INTHE COMMUNITY. CALL THE MEMBERSH I P OFFICE
FOR DETAILS.
CLASS LESSONS
FIRST TERM BEGINS OCTOBER 3rd NEW CLASSES FORMED EVERY 8 WEEKS
6 LESSONS $2.00
BEGINNERS TUESDAY, 7:30 P.M. DIVING CLASS TUESDAY, 6:30 P.M.
FRIDAY, 7:00 P.M. SENIOR AND JUNIOR LIFE SAVING— 20* EACH CLASS
INTERMEDIATE — TUESDAY, 7:00 P.M. SPECIAL CLASSES FORMED ON REQUEST.
SEMI-PRIVATE LESSONS
75# EACH 6 for $3.50
PRIVATE LESSONS
$1.00 EACH, 6 for $5.00 BY APPOINTMENT
PLEASE REGISTER, GENERAL OFFICE, SEPTEMBER 22 TO 26
MEDICAL EXAMINATION REQUIRED FOR GYM AND POOL ACTIVITY (50# YEARLY)
LOCKER RENTAL J 1. 25 BASKET RENTAL
GYM
CONDITIONING EXERCISES, FOLLOWED BY AN HOUR OF SWIMMING
MONDAY and THURSDAY 7:00 to 7:15 P.M.
TUESDAY 10:00 to 1 1 :00 A.M.
ONCE WEEKLY $3.00 PER TERM, $5.00 PER SEASON
TWICE WEEKLY $1.00 PER TERM, $6.00 PER SEASON
TERM 15 WEEKS, BEGINNING OCTOBER 2 and FEBRUARY 12
SPECIAL CLASSES FORMED ON REQUEST FOR SCHOOL, HOSPITAL, BUSINESS, AND
INDUSTRIAL- GROUPS.
SPORTS
BADMINTON
PRACTICE PERIODS (MEN and WOMEN) - 25# each
PRIVATE LESSONS BY APPOINTMENT - $1 .00 each
6 LESSONS $5.00
ARCHERY, BADMINTON, BASKETBALL, VOLLEY BALL
TENNIS
INDOOR LESSONS- 8 LESS0NS-$2 .00
(SCHEDULED AFTER MARCH I)
OUTDOOR PRACTICE PERIODS FOR MEN
AND WOMEN
,
MAY to OCTOBER
CLASSES FORMED ON REQUEST
LEARN FOR SELF ASSURANCE
THE SCRANTON ART CLUB \\
ALL MEN AND WOMEN IN.ERESTED IN AMATEUR PAINTING ARE \
CORDIALLY INVITED TO JOIN THIS INTERESTING GROUP. A COURSE '.\ I
IN THE TECHNIQUES OF OIL PAINTING WILL BE CONDUCTED DURING *A X
THE FALL BY MR. HOWARD LONG, THE DIRECTOR AND WELL-KNOWN \\"^y- <r
LOCAL ARTIST.
MEMBERSHIP FEE - $1.00 PER YR.—STUDIO FEE - $2.00 PER MO. \r5[^-^^^'!^ \i
EVERY FRIDAY EVENING FROM 7:30 to 10:30 IN THE CRAFT SHOP W^^fej*"^^^
INTERIOR DECORATING I
IF NEW FABRICS CATCH YOUR EYE, ' " /iT^'-
COLOR SCHEMES AND HOW TO BUY,
HOW TO ARRANGE YOUR ROOM FOR LIVING
TO CHANGE THE WALLPAPER WITHOUT MISGIVING,
THEN COME IN JANUARY TO THE "Y",
WE'LL SOLVE YOUR PROBLEMS, - OR AT LEAST WE'LL TRY!
INSTRUCTOR, MISS M. LOUISE ROSENKRANS COST OF COURSE - $3.00 FOR 6 LESSONS
DRAMA WORKSHOP A CO-ED ACTWITY
FOR ALL YOUNG MEN AND WOMEN INTERESTED IN ANY OR ALL OF THESE ACTIVITIES: ACTING
STAGING, PUBLICITY, MAKE-UP, COSTUMING, AND RADIO. — MONDAITS AND THURSDAYS AT 7:15 P.m'.
MEMBERSHIP FEE, $1.00 PER YEAR. DIRECTOR, PAUL W. HETTES.
JUNIOR THEATRE GUILD
OPEN TO GIRLS BETWEEN II AND II INTERESTED IN VARIOUS PHASES OF THE THEATRE. —
MEMBERSHIP FEE, $2.00 PER YEAR.
.^}cW\.C£y{t, CO-ED GOOD TIMES
EVERY THIRD SATURDAY NIGHT FROM OCTOBER TO MAY, YOUNG MEN AND WOMEN MEET IN THE
AUDITORIUM TO DANCE TO ORCHESTRA MUSIC.
THERE ARE INFORMAL TABLE GAMES IN THE ACTIVITIES ROOM AND A SPECIAL SNACK BAR.
ADMISSION, 50^ (INCLUDING TAX)
SENIOR-HI DANCE FRIDAYS, 8:00-10:30 P.M. —ADMISSION, 15* (3* TAX)
TWIX-TEEN CLUB (JUNIOR-Hl) MEMBERSHIP, 25< PER YEAR
CLASS FRIDAY, 7:30 - 8:00 P.M.
DANCE — FRIDAY, 8:00 - 10:30 P.M.
DUES 15* PER WEEK FOR MEMBERS ADMISSION 18* FOR NON-MEMBERS
ADULTS— (BEGINNERS-MEN AND WOMEN)—CLASS. MONDAYS, 8:00-9:30 P.M. 25* EACH
22w<
COME AND LEARN TO PLAY A MORE INTERESTING AND EXPERT GAME OF BRIDGE.
INSTRUCTOR, MRS. G. B. FILLMORE. COST OF COURSE, $5.00 FOR 8 LESSONS.
MONDAY EVENINGS AT 7:30 P.M.
LEATHER CLASS LEARN HOW TO CREATE BEAUTIFUL LEATHER POCKETBOOKS, BILLFOLDS, BOOK-ENDS,
AND OTHER USEFUL ARTICLES FOR YOUR OWN USE AND FOR GIFTS TO BE TREASURED BY YOUR FRIENDS.
MEN ARE INVITED.
INSTRUCTOR, MR. WARREN N. EOSON. COST OF COURSE - $6.00 FOR 6 LESSONS.
POTTERY AND CERAMIC ART LEARN TO CREATE, TO MAKE UNUSUAL
AND ORIGINAL GIFTS FOR CHRISTMAS, WEDDING PRESENTS, ,OR FOR YOUR
OWN AMUSEMENT. BEGINNERS AND ADVANCED STUDENTS ARE WELCOME.
INSTRUCTOR, MRS. BEATRICE PANTELIS
COST OF COURSE, $6.00 FOR 6 LESSONS.
WEDNESDAY EVENINGS FROM 7:30 to 9:30 P.M.
MILLINERY LEARN THE TRICKS OF REMODELING AND CREATING YOUR
OWN HATS, AND ADAPTING THE STYLES TO YOUR OWN PERSONALITY.
INSTRUCTOR, MRS. GRETTA D. OWENS.
COST OF COURSE, $1.00 FOR 8 LESSONS.
THURSDAY EVENINGS FROM 7:30 to 9:30 P.M.
DRESSMAKING LEARN HOW TO DRESS SMARTLY ON A LIMITED BUDGET.
INSTRUCTOR, MARY S. PAHERSON.
THURSDAY EVENINGS, 7:30 to 9:30 P.M.
$2.50 FOR 5 LESSONS.
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LIST OP CITIES INCLUDED IN SURVEY «
Group I
Brooklyn (New York City)
Manhattan (New York City)
Philadelphia
Group II
Baltimore
Boston
Buffalo
Pittsburgh
Washington
Group III
Albany
Bridgeport
Elizabeth
Hartford
Jersey City
Lowell
New Bedford
New Haven
Newark
Norfolk
Paterson
Providence
Richmond
Scranton
Syracuse
Trenton
Worcester
Group IV
Charleston
Harrisburg
Holyoke
Lawrence
Manchester
Portland
Roanoke
Schenectady
Troy
vVaterbury
Group V
Greenwich
Haverhill
Nashua
Newburyport
Portsmouth
Stamford
Viihite Plains
* Cities do not appear in this order on
survey
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